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SCHOONER PRESHOT ANALYSIS

Objectives

Schooner is a proposed under-

ground nuclear detonation in tuffaceous

rock for the purpose of expanding our

understanding of both nuclear crater-

mg and the release of radioactivity by

cratermg detonations of intermediate

yield. Schooner is an event utilizing

a 35 ± 5 kt device which is planned

for detonation in welded tuff at a depth

of 350 ft at the Nevada Test Site. The

crater left by Schooner is expected to

have a radius on the order of 100 m

and depth of about 70 m. The radia-

tion field produced by fallout (infinite

exposure from time of arrival) is

predicted to be 0.5 R/hr about 15 miles

downwind of ground zero.

Almost all proposed nuclear ex-

cavation involves cratermg in hard rock.

To date, however, applicable U. S.

experience is limited to the Danny Boy,

Sulky, Cabriolet and Buggy Events, all

of which used relatively low yield nu-

clear explosives. The water content of

the media in Schooner is higher than

that of the other events and, as such,

more closely resembles that of the trans-

Isthmian Canal Region.

Although underground shots with

chemical explosives have provided valu-

able information concerned with crater-

mg in hard rock, the gases evolved by

chemical and nuclear explosives behave

quite differently. For this reason, in-

formation gained through detonations of

chemical explosives cannot be applied

directly to nuclear cratering.

Recent calculations have correctly

predicted the results of both chemical

and nuclear explosive cratering shots.

These predictions however, are very

sensitive to the variation in properties

of the rock in which the explosions

occur. Compressibilities and shear

strengths of both the crushed and com-

pacted rock appear to be the most im-

portant properties, and these can be

measured with only moderate accuracy.

Such measurements and calculations

have only recently preceded cratering

events; consequently there is a con-

tinuing need to test these methods of

prediction, particularly when the event

is planned for a new environment.

Measurements of the fallout and

airborne radioactivity produced by

this experiment are also of interest

inasmuch as it represents the first

intermediate-yield detonation conducted

in a layered rock medium.
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Fig. 1. Test site for the Schooner Event.
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The ability to predict the release of radio-

activity from such planned excavations as

the trans-Isthmian Canal and other large-

scale excavation projects requires consi-

derably more data and significant advances

in the relevant technology.

Description

The site selected for Project Schooner

is the northwest corner of Area 20 at the

Nevada Test Site (NTS), five miles north-

west of the Palanquin and Cabriolet cra-

ters. The geology at this site is that of

nearly flat-lying, interlayered, welded

and non-welded tuff, to a depth of 1000 ft,

with some tuffaceous sandstone.

The site is at the northern edge of

Pahute Mesa. The northeast section opens

into Gold Flat, a 20- by 30-mile alluvial

valley. About 40 ft of relief is apparent

within a 1000-ft radius of the Schooner

site, although there is up to 200 ft of

relief within 5000 ft of the site.

The emplacement hole, designated

U20u, is located at approximate Nevada

State coordinates N944,009; E529,300;

with a surface elevation approximately

5562 ft above MSL. The Schooner site

area is indicated in Fig. 1. Appendix A

summarizes the geological and geophysi-

cal characteristics of the site.

The canister containing the explosive

will be 45-1/2 in. in diameter and 25 ft in

length. This canister will be emplaced in

a 52-in.-diam uncased hole. The top of

the canister will be at a depth of 350 ft.

A flat-wire rope will be used to lower the

explosive canister and its associated

cabling. The hole will be stemmed by a

plug extending 50 ft. above the canister.

This plug will be formed by concurrently

dropping pea gravel and pumping grout in

the hole. Sand and pea-gravel mix will

be used to stem above this plug, followed

by another 50-ft plug at an intermediate

depth. Stemming above the second plug

would continue with the sand pea gravel

mix to within 30 ft of the surface. A

third plug would complete the stemming.

Appendix B describes the stemming in

greater detail.

The Schooner device is a thermonuclear

explosive which is expected to yield

35 ± 5 kt. A relatively small yield fission

"trigger" will be employed; neutron-

induced activities from the device will be

primarily isotopes of tungsten and lead.

Some radioactivity will also result from

activation of the surrounding rock; iso-

topes of sodium and manganese should

predominate. The device and its expected

radioactive products are described in

Appendix C.

The major experimental programs to

be conducted in Schooner will include

measurements of surface motion (for

cratering physics), airborne and surface

radioactivity, base surge and cloud as a

function of time, air blast, seismic sig-

nals, crater dimensions, and a minimum

monitoring of the device function. These

measurements are discussed in Appendix E.
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Predicted Results

The expected yield of the device to be

detonated in Schooner is 35 ± 5 kt. Cal-

culated effects of the device, such as

crater size are based on a yield of 31 kt,

while calculations concerned with safety,

such as fallout, are based on a yield of

40 kt.

At any depth of burst, the amount of

radioactivity initially vented to the at-

mosphere depends rather strongly on the

yield. For the expected Schooner yield,

relatively small amounts of radioactivity

are expected to appear as local fallout.

Most of the radioactivity that will remain

airborne for more than a day results

from the tungsten used in the device.

Predominant among the fission-product

radionuclides in the cloud are those which

behave as volatile substances during vent-

ing. Although the amounts of these vola-

tile fission products remaining airborne

appear to vary by as much as tenfold over

the range of yields and depths of bursts

where craters are formed, the amounts

present in the Schooner cloud are small

in comparison to the induced activities.

The induced activities behave in much the

same way as the nonvolatile fission pro-

ducts, and the amount appearing in fallout

decreases markedly as the scaled depth

of burst increases.

The burden of significant radioactive

nuclides in the Schooner cloud was esti-

mated at about H+l 5 min after detonation

time, assuming a total explosive yield of

40 kt.

Concentrations of fission-product

nuclides, as well as of induced activities,

were inferred both from previous experi-

mental observations and from the known

chemical behavior of these elements in

the underground fireball and cloud

environments.

Radioiodine in milk is expected to

be about 500 pCi/liter at the ranches

nearest the NTS boundary. Under the

required meteorological conditions, dose

rate about 20 km downwind from ground

zero will be 0.5 R/hr, giving an infinite

dose of 1.5 R. At 25 km downwind, the

infinite dose will be 0.5 R, and at 40 km

it will be 0.170 R. The production and

distribution of radioactivity is described

in considerable detail in Appendix C.

Latest calculations using the most

reliable equations of state show that a

yield of 31 kt at a depth of 3 50 ft will

produce a crater on the order of 200 m

in diameter and 70 m deep. It should be

noted, however, that crater size will

depend to a considerable extent on the

bulking of the fallback material and the

slope that the broken rock will hold.

(Appendix D discusses cratering. )

The base suge has been estimated

from previous experience to be about

11,000 ft across and 4,000 ft high, although

both diameter and height are sensitive to

atmospheric conditions on shot day;conse-

quently, they may vary somewhat from

these estimated dimensions. While no vis-

ible main cloud is expected, dust from the

base surge may be visible as a passing

cloud at distances of 100 to 200 miles from
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the Schooner site. Incandescent material estimated to be less than 1 mb at about
may be ejected from the crater, but there 150 miles, which will cause no off-site
will be no fireball visible above ground. damage. No detectable electromagnetic

Close-in atmospheric overpressure is signals are expected beyond the NTS
expected to be less than 50 mb at 1 mile boundary. The seismic wave produced by
from ground zero. Predicted long-range by the detonation should have a teleseis-
overpressure at its maximum focus is mic magnitude of about five.
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Appendix A. Geology and Material Properties
of the Schooner Site

LOCATION AND TOPOGRAPHY

The Schooner site is located in the

northwest corner of Area 20 at the Nevada

Test Site, five miles northwest of the

Palanquin and Cabriolet c r a t e r s . The

locations of project Schooner drill holes

are given in Table AI.

The site is at the northern edge of

Pahute Mesa, roughly centered on a mesa

segment which is nearly flat for 4000 ft in

all directions from ground zero (GZ).

The site topography is shown in Fig. A l .

There is less than 30 ft of relief within a

1000-ft radius. Valleys with floors 200 ft

below the site elevation a re located 5000 ft

to the east and northeast . The surface

elevation of the emplacement hole, U20u,

is 55 62 ft. The northeastern sector opens

into Gold Flat , an extensive alluvial valley

20 miles wide by 30 miles long.

Surface photographs illustrating the

topography are shown m Fig. A2.

GENERAL GEOLOGIC DESCRIPTION

The geology of the Schooner site is

shown on the Trai l Ridge Quadrangle of

Table AI. Schooner drilling data.

Hole
designation

U2 0u

Ue20u-l

Ue20u-2

Ue20u-3

U20u-l

U20u-2

U20u-3

U20u-4

Location
(Nevada

state
coordinates)

N944,009.4
E529,300.0
N945,005.7
E529,645.9

N942,044.6
E536,116.5

N943,942.8
E529,284.1

N944,066.7
E529,340.0
N944,123.9
E529,380.4
N944.181.5
E529,420.6
N944,246.8
E529.466.5

Elevation
ground level

(ft above MSL)

5562.4

5569.5

5549.6

5561.4

5562.0

5561.7

5561.9

5562.4

Hole
size
(in.)

52

3-5/8

3-5/8

9-7/8

Hole
depth

(ft)

450

750

1250

500

Logs

Density

Birdwell

Birdwell

Birdwell

Birdwell
LRL-
RIDL

Birdwell

Birdwell

Birdwell

Birdwell

(caliper for

Velocity

No

Birdwell
3-D (part)
LRL
Seismic
uphole
Birdwell
3-D (part)

LRL
seismic
uphole and
downhole

all)

Other

Photog-
raphy
Gamma-
neutron,
neutron-
neutron,
electric
Gamma-
neutron,
electric
Photog-
raphy,
gamma-
neutron
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Fig. Al. Topography of Schooner test site.
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Fig. A.2a. View of Schooner ground zero looking northwest.

Fig. A2b. View of Schooner ground zero looking south.



the U.S. Geological Survey. The rock
exposed at the surface is the Trail Ridge
Member of the Thirsty Canyon Tuff of
Pliocene age (see Fig. A3 and Table All).
This dense, strong, welded tuff has an
average thickness of 100 ft in the general
area. At the Schooner site, it overlies
the Spearhead and Rocket Wash Members
of the Thirsty Canyon Tuff as well as un-
identified reworked tuffaceous sediments.

At Schooner GZ, all of the rock between
the base of the Trail Ridge Member at a
depth of 120 ft and the top of the Grouse
Canyon Member at a depth of 335 ft is low
density, high porosity, weak rock. The
Grouse Canyon Member of the Belted
Range Tuff is a dense, strong, welded tuff
similar to the surface rock, lying between

335 and 486 ft below the surface. Tuff-
aceous sandstones and interbedded non-
welded tuffs underlie the Grouse Canyon
Member to a depth of about 1000 ft.

In Pahute Mesa No. 2 drill hole, 865-ft
away from Schooner GZ, volcanic tuffs
and lava flows were encountered from a
depth of 980 to 8380 ft. From 8380 to the
total depth at 8782 ft, the hole penetrated
granodiorite. The water level in this hole
is 885 ft as of November 1967.

The closest mapped faults to the
Schooner site are over a mile away. Geo-
logical studies of Pahute Mesa by the
USGS suggest that subsurface faults older
than the surficial Trail Ridge Member are
scattered in the Area. However, there are
no known subsurface faults near Schooner

N

Ue20u-l

Roughly to scale, 1 inch = 100 ft

Surface

S

Ue20u-3

100

200

300

400 -

500 -

Trail Ridge Member, Thirsty Canyon Tuff
densely welded ash-flow tuff, partly welded at base

-119

~ -207-

Spearhead Member, Thirsty Canyon Tuff
partly welded ash-flow tuff

Rocket Wash Member, Thirsty Canyon Tuff, non-welded ash flow tuff

Reworked tuff with minor ash-flow tuff
-352'

-460.

Grouse Canyon Member, Belted Range Tuff
moderately to densely welded,

devitrified ash-flow tuff

Reworked tuff and ash-fall tuff

Approx. 100ft

-120 —

• 2 0 7 -

• 2 4 5 -

337 —

•486 —

Fig. A3. Stratigraphic section of Ue20u-l and Ue20u-3.
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Table All. Stratigraphy of Ue20u-3 and U20u.

Depth (ft) Description

0-245 Thirsty Canyon Tuff

0-120 Trail Ridge Member

0-100 Tuff, ash-flow, densely welded, purplish gray
100-120 Tuff, ash-flow, partly to nonwelded, light brownish gray to light

greenish gray (base of flow)

120-207 Spearhead Member

120-130 Soil zone, argillaceous, impervious, light orange
130-200 Tuff, ash-flow, light gray, partly welded
200-207 Tuff, ash-flow, light orange, partly welded (base of flow)

207-245 Rocket Wash Member

207-240 Tuff, ash-flow, non- to partly-welded, light gray
240-245 Tuff, ash-flow, non- to partly-welded, pale yellow to light orange

(base of flow)

245-337 Reworked tuff with minor ash-flow tuff layers

337-500 Belted Range Tuff

337-486 Grouse Canyon Member, moderately to densely welded ash-flow
tuff. (337 to 339 ft is very dense), devitrified throughout, light to
medium gray. (470 to 480 is dark gray, also very densely welded.)

486-500 Bedded Tuff

486-490 Yellow-brown reworked tuff
490-497 Vitric ash-flow tuff
497-500 Yellow-brown reworked tuff

GZ. If such faults were present near GZ,

they should have little effect on the

experiment.

The rock at the Schooner site is con-

siderably less fractured than the rock at

the Buggy site and the Cabriolet rocks

near the surface. Ue20u-l, which was

mud-drilled, maintained circulation to a

depth of 70 ft. The rocks on the mesa

rim show a joint-frequency pattern of

several feet rather than fractions of a foot

as did the rock at Buggy and Cabriolet

sites. The Grouse Canyon welded tuff is

more fractured than the surface Trail

Ridge welded tuff. The weaker rock

between the two welded tuff layers shows

virtually no evidence of fractures.

Figures A4, A5, and A6 show typical

outcrops of rocks similar to those found

at the Schooner Site. Figure A4 was

taken about 6000 ft southeast of Schooner

GZ and illustrates the fracturing of the

Trail Ridge welded tuff, the surface layer

at Schooner. Figure A5 was taken about

17 miles east of Schooner GZ and repre-

sents the type of rock encountered at a

depth of about 250 ft in U20u. A welded

ash-flow tuff overlies a bedded tuff with

remnants of a soil zone along the contact.

WATER CONTENT OF SCHOONER ROCKS

The intermediate layer of rocks at the

Schooner site has a porosity ranging from

-10-



25 to 60 percent (see Fig.A7). The

material properties of this type of rock

can be profoundly affected by the amount

of water saturation of the pores. For this

reason, an extensive exploration for water

content data was undertaken for the

Schooner project.

Both emplacement hole U20u and ex-

ploratory hole Ue20u-3, 50 ft away, were

vacuum-drilled to total depth. Thirteen

core runs in Ue20u-3 were air-drilled.

Samples were collected immediately upon

exposure, and water contents were deter-

mined in the field. The results of these

analyses are shown in Fig. A8.

A number of perched zones with high

but unsaturated water contents exist in the

interval between 120 and 335 ft. There

are two likely causes for these zones:

argillaceous soil zones underlying flows,

and baking of the contacts. Either or both

of these causes may result in reduced

permeability leading to the perched water

zones. As can be seen from Fig. A8,

none of the rocks above the permanent

water table are completely saturated, but

there tends to be a greater percentage

saturation in and above the impervious

layers.

Saturated rock is far less compressible

than unsaturated rock and has significantly

different density and sonic velocity values.

Table AIII contains a comparison of core

velocities determined in both the saturated

Fig. A4. Outcropping of surface-welded-tuff layer 6000 ft southeast of ground zero.
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Fig. A5. Contact of ash-flow tuff over bedded tuff similar to the contact at a depth of
250-ft inU20u.

Fig. A6. Closeup of ash-flow and bedded tuff contact shown in Fig. A 5.
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Fig. A7. Porosity of rock at the Schooner site.
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Saturation — percent

Fig. A8. Water content of rock samplings from Ue20u-3 and U20u.
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Table A III. Core velocity of Schooner rocks in Ue20u-l hole, ft/sec.

Mean
stress
(psi)

300

500

750

1000

2000

3000

4000

300

500

750

1000

2000

3000

4000

27.0-27.1 ft
(porosity = 39.7)

Dry Sat'd

3674

3730

3817

3922 Sample

4255 failed

4684

5879

172.0-172.6 ft
(porosity = 37.2)

4132

4198

4310

4464

9,634

Depth and condition of rock
38.4-38.7 ft

(porosity = 20.5)
Dry Sat'd

9,728 11,614

9,785 11,765

9,843 11,846

9,950 11,905

10,384 12,048

10,593 12,255

10,846 12,453

217.9-218.6 ft
(porosity = 46.6)

4,950 8,584

5,342 9,025

5,480 9,328

5,714 9,533

5,992 9,901

6,090 10,204

6,135 10,515

67.5-68. 5 ft)
(porosity = 10.0)
D r y

11,494

11,547

11,601

11,779

12,121

12,563

12,788

Sat'd

13,812

13,966

14,124

14,255

14,306

14,347

14,451

358.0-358.7 ft
(porosity = 19.4)

9,524

9,852

10,384

11,001

11,574

11,792

11,933

12,048

12,151

12,361

12,594

12,771

111.0-111.8 ft
(porosity = 5.0)
D r y

9,709

10,194

10,695

11,111

12,077

12,821

13,351

Sat'd

14,925

15,128

15,504

15,748

15,873

16,000

16,077

411.9-412.8 ft
(porosity = 16.8)

9,615

10,341

10,753

11,074

11,792

12,092

12,195

12,270

12,422

12,579

12,755

13,089

13,333

13,459

and dried state for samples taken from

Ue20u-l. Bulk saturated and bulk dry,

as well as actual as-recovered, densities

can be compared in Fig. A9.

DENSITY AND VELOCITY SURVEYS

A density survey of Ue20u-3 was made

by the LRL Geophysics Group with a lock-

in density tool. Both downhole and uphole

seismic surveys also were made. The

results of these surveys are shown in

Figs. A9 and A10.

The two densely-welded tuffs show

density and velocity values which are

similar, moderately uniform, and mark-

edly different from those of the rocks that

form the intermediate interval.

The materials comprising the inter-

mediate zone exhibit nonuniform seismic

velocities. For instance, the three-layer

solution of Fig. A10 gives an average

velocity of 4494 ft/sec for the interval

between 140 and 340 ft. However, a line

fit in the region from 200 to 250 ft (approx-

imately coinciding with the low-density

zone shown in Fig. A9 produces a velocity

value of 3632 ft/sec. In contrast, an

average velocity of 6224 ft/sec is indicated

for the interval between 250 and 310 ft.

The presence of a substantial thickness

of rocks with in situ densities of

1.25 g/cm or less should be noted. Very

few density values in the intermediate

layer are greater than 1.80 g/cm . The

entire layer would likely average about

1.60 or below. In contrast to this, the

-15-
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Fig. A9. Density plot of Ue20u-3.
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lower part of the upper layer has a nearly

uniform density, ranging between 2.30 and

2.40 g/cm . The large-magnitude, sharp

discontinuity seen in both density and

velocity plots (Figs. A9 and A10) at the

base of the upper layer is a significant

factor in the cratering calculations.

Because the grain densities of all

Schooner rocks range between 2.5 to 2.7,

the variations in in situ bulk density are

mainly functions of porosity and water
saturation.

Petrography and Chemistry

Some of the descriptive terms applied

to rocks of the type found at the Schooner

site refer to the origin of the rock. Ash-

flow tuffs were emplaced as incandescent

flows of a gas-liquid-crystal emulsion.

0

25
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100

125

150

175

200
4—

"[ 225

f 250
0)

Q 275

300

325

350

375

400

425

450

475

500

1 I I r i I i i i i i i i i i i i i

Vertical geophone

V = 7274.3 ± 1175.85 ft/sec
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Fig. A10. Downhole velocity plot for Ue20u-3.
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Large flows of this type are now known to

be associated with caldera collapse. The

Grouse Canyon ash-flow tuff had an origi-

nal minimum volume of 50 cubic miles,

necessitating a caldera collapse of the

Silent Canyon volcanic center of from

one-third to one-half mile.

Upon emplacement, these ash-flow

tuffs were quite hot, and the quenched-

liquid (glass) fragments (shards) sagged

and welded together, decreasing the poros-

ity. Depending on initial temperature and

thickness of the flow-sheet, as well as

composition, the ash-flow tuff may vary

from non-welded to densely welded. Zonal

variations occur within flows.

At the Schooner site, the surface Trail

Ridge Member of the Thirsty Canyon Tuff

and the Grouse Canyon Member of the

Belted Range Tuff (337 to 486 ft in depth)

are densely welded ash-flow tuffs. The

Spearhead Member and the Rocket Wash

Member of the Thirsty Canyon Tuff vary

from nonwelded to slightly welded. All of

these rocks have approximately the same

grain densities; the degree of welding and

compaction is the major determinant of

the bulk density, porosity, and strength of

the rock.

Air-fall tuffs are formed by explosive

volcanic activity. No air-fall tuffs have

been identified at the Schooner site,

although they undoubtedly exist. Being

layered, they are similar to reworked,

water-laid tuff and, frequently, air-fall

and reworked tuff are lumped together as

bedded tuff. The rock at depths between

245 and 337 ft in U20u is mostly bedded

tuff with the possible presence of edges of

ash-flow layers from the Black Mountain

volcanic center. Less than a mile away,

thick ash-flow layers occupy this strati-

graphic interval.

At the Schooner site, some material is

so thoroughly reworked that it can only be

described as sandstone. It is, therefore,

a sedimentary interbed in the volcanic

sequence. This is particularly true for

the intervals below the Grouse Canyon

welded tuff, as well as some layers

between the depths of 245 and 337 ft.

Generally, Pahute Mesa is the locus of

extensive volcanic activity from succes-

sive centers. Rocks from two of the

centers occur at the Schooner site. The

uppermost Trail Ridge Member of the

Thirsty Canyon Tuff was erupted from the

Black Mountain caldera. The next older

caldera, the Timber Mountain, is normally

represented by a number of flows includ-

ing the Rainier Mesa Member of the Tim-

ber Mountain Tuff. At the Schooner site,

these flows are missing. The Silent

Canyon caldera has a distinctive chemis-

try and is represented at the Schooner

site by the Grouse Canyon Member of the

Belted Range Tuff.

Table AIV summarizes general chemi-

cal data for rocks of the Silent Canyon

caldera. According to the U.S. Geologi-

cal Survey, "over 95 percent of the rocks

of the Silent Canyon volcanic center are

of a rather unusual rock type termed

comendite; the remainder are trachytic

soda rhyolites and trachytes. Comendites

are high-silica peralkaline volcanic rocks,

either tuff or lavas. They differ from

Noble, Donald C , Trace-Element
Criteria for recognizing rocks of the
Silent Canyon volcanic center, U.S.
Geological Survey Tech. Letter, Special
Studies 1-42, October 20, 1965.
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Table AIV. Chemical data on rocks similar to those in U20u, percentage by weight
(data furnished by P. Orkild, USGS).

SiO2

A12O3

Fe2°3
FeO

MgO

CaO

Na2O

K 2O

H2O+

TiO2

MnO

P2°5
co2

C l

F

B

Ba

Be

Ce

Co

C r

Cu

Ga

L a

Mo

Nb

Nd

Ni

Pb

Sc

Sn

Sr

V

Y

Yb

Zr

a

73.8

11.3

1.7

1.8

0.02
0.25
5.4

4.5

0.3

0.22

0.17
0.01

<0.01

0.12
0.17

0.001
0.001
0.0008
n.d.

<0.0002

<0.0001
<0.0002

0.0038
0.016

<0.0005
0.007
n.d.

<0.0001
0.003
0.0005
0.0007

<0.0002
n. f.
0.010
0.0009
0.9

Corresponding depth
337 to 486 ft

b

74.0

11.5

2.5

1.0

0.1

0.3

4.6

4.6

0.4

0.22

0.17
0.02

0.05

0.02
0.07

0.001
0.005
0.0008
0.03

<0.0002
<0.0001
<0.0002

0.0038
0.016

<0.0003
0.007
0. 015f

<0.0001
0.003
0.0005
0.0007
0.002

<0.001
0.010
0.0009
0.09

c

72.0

13.0

2.6

0.5

0.4

1.0

4.4

5.0

0.9

0.35

0.15
0.10

0.5

0.04
0.05

0.001
0.03
0.0004
0 02f

<0.0002
<0.0001

0.0003
0.0037
0.016
0.0002
0.004
0 015f

<0.0005
0.002
0.0011
0.0005
0.005
0.0007
0.006
0.0005
0.045

in hole U20u
120 to

d

0.007
0.0003

n.d.
0.003
0.005

0.002

0.002

0.005

0.003
0.0003
0.01

337 ft
e

0.015
0.0003

0.0001
0.002
0.005

0.002

0.002

0.01

0.003
0.0003
0.01

Grouse Canyon Member, Belted Range Tuff, average composition of nonhydrated
glass from lower phenocryst — poor part of member (not total rock analysis, glass
only).
Grouse Canyon Member, Belted Range Tuff, average composition of densely welded
primarily crystalized tuffs from lower phenocryst — poor part of member.

cGrouse Canyon Member, Belted Range Tuff, average composition of densely to
moderately welded tuffs from upper phenocryst-rich part of member.

Bedded tuff, Ue20j, 1553 ft above Grouse Canyon.
eBedded tuff, Ue20j, 1750 ft above Grouse Canyon.

Based on semi-quantitative data only,
n. d. not determined, n f. not found
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'calc-alkalic' silicic rocks in having an

original atomic excess of alkalis over

alumina and in having higher Fe + Ti + Mn

contents at given silica contents. With

increase in Fe, Ti, Mn, and Na and

decrease in Al, comendites grade into

pantellerite; with increase in Al and alkalis

and decrease in Si they grade into trachytic

soda rhyolite and thence to trachyte."

The rocks of the Silent Canyon volcanic

center contain significantly higher concen-

trations of the trace elements Be, Ce, Ga,

La, Nb, Nd, Y, Yb, and Zr than do the

overlying rocks. Table AIV gives average

values which may be used for radiochem-

ical calculations for various DOB for

Schooner.

The Thirsty Canyon Tuff, extending

from the surface to a depth of 245 ft in

U20u, falls in the general chemical class

of soda rhyolite or pantellerite.
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Appendix B. Emplacement and Stemming

EMPLACEMENT

The nuclear explosive for the Schooner

Event will be emplaced in a 52-in. diam,

uncased hole with the top of the canister

at a depth of 350 ft. The canister contain-

ing the explosive will be 45\ in. in diam-

eter and about 25 ft long. A 3/8 by 4 in.

flat-wire rope will be used to emplace the

explosive canister with its associated

cabling. The caliper log is shown in

Fig. Bl.

STEMMING DESIGN

The Schooner stemming plan incorpo-

rates the same concepts used successfully

in the Cabriolet and Buggy experiments.

Concrete plugs 50 ft thick will be placed

immediately above the top of the canister

and again at a depth of about 138 to 188 ft.

A 30-ft plug will be placed within the sur-

face conductor pipe at the surface of the

ground to keep the upper layers of sand

and gravel stemming from being ejected

and obscuring the ground-surface-motion

targets. A unique feature of the stemming

plan is the construction method to be used

in placing the concrete plugs. Rather

than mixing concrete on the surface, a

cement slurry will be pumped downhole

as the aggregate is dropped. Field condi-

tions are being simulated in laboratory

tests to determine the quality of the con-

crete formed in this manner. The uncon-

fined compressive strengths of the

formations above the zero point are 100

bars or less. The concrete plugs will

have a design strength of 100 bars at

7 days. Figure B2 shows the general

stemming plan design.

OTHER CONSTRUCTION

Figure B3 shows the surface con-

struction planned to support the surface

cratering physics and cloud measurements

outlined in Appendix E, as well as the

structures for device assembly and diag-

nostics. Figure B4 shows the array of

fallout trays, radioactivity monitoring

stations, and other radioactivity sampling

stations described in Appendix E. Also

shown are the photo stations required for

measuring surface motion.

Recording Bunker

The recording bunker containing the

recording facilities for the surface

instrumentation is located 2000 ft south-

east of Schooner GZ. Its location is

shown in the experimental station lay-

out of Fig. B3.
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48 72

Fig. Bl. Caliper log for hole U20u.
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Geology Stemming

n • Strongback

I
30 ft I

Trail ridge Member —
Thirsty Canyon Tuff — denseley 35~fF
welded ash-flow tuff (partly
welded at base)

120 ft-

Spearhead Member
Thirsty Canyon Tuff
partly welded ash-flow tuff

138 ft-

5 ft

188 ft-

207 ft-

Rocket Wash Member
Thirsty Canyon Tuff
non-welded ash-flow tuff

Reworked tuff with minor
ash-flow tuff

297 ft-

337 ft-

Grouse Canyon Member
Belted Range Tuff 350
moderately to densely
welded, devitrified
ash-flow tuff 3 ft

401 ft

o *

©9
o I:

lo.

•*-

• Minimum surface casing (66 in. diam)

Grout and pea-gravel plug

Sand

52-in. dia. uncased hole

Sand and pea-gravel mix

50-ft grout and pea-gravel
plug located at mid-depth

Sand

Flat wire rope

Sand and pea gravel mix

• 50-ff grout and pea-gravel plug

^L i f t ing link about 5 ft

,j£{, —-— Device monitor can

Device package

Magnetite sand

Pre-placed grout base

450 ft-

Fig. B2. Stemming plan for U20u.
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Red shack

• ^ * *

< ^

Graded and
stabilized
area

° Emplacement hole

• Accelerometers (vert.)
Endevco # 2255

"^ Accelerometers (vert.
and horiz)
Endevco # 2255

° Flare target

Construction
trailers

Air blast sta. located 20,
260, 520, 1040, 2080,
3900, 7800, and 15,600 ft
from G.Z. (Sandia Tlr. at -8000 ft)

Base-surge towers (not shown)
located 3000-, 4000-, and
6000-ft adjacent to road.

Q Recording , ^
transportainer /

Station 1.
Camera
about

Station 2 J8,000 ft
camera, S 30 E
about
24,000 ft
S 22-1/2 °E

Pig. B3. Experimental surface construction layout at Schooner site.
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Fig. B4. Radiological effects program.
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Appendix C. Nuclear Device;
Fallout and Cloud Radioactivity

NUCLEAR EXPLOSIVE

The Schooner device is a fission-fusion

explosive specifically designed for experi-

ments in nuclear excavation; total yield is

expected to be 35 ± 5 kt. Not only has a

relatively small yield fission trigger been

used, but also significant amounts of

neutron shielding material have been em-

ployed to minimize production of radio-

activity.

Predominant radionuclides formed in

the explosive will include isotopes of lead

and tungsten. The fusion process will

result in the production of tritium in sig-

nificant amounts. Neutron activation of

the canister and surrounding rock will re-

sult in the presence of such nuclides as

Na24, Mn54, Mn56, Fe5 5 , and Fe 5 9 in the

explosion debris.

FALLOUT AND RADIOACTIVITY
PREDICTIONS CLOSE-IN FALLOUT
AND GAMMA FIELD DECAY

Predictions of early fallout and gamma-

field decay for the Schooner event are

based on the expected fission yield and on

computed neutron-induced radioactivity.

Table CI shows the amounts of the pre-

dominant radionuclides predicted to be in

the fallout field for both the expected and

the "maximum credible" releases. Fig-

ure Cl shows the expected decay of the

exposure rate in the gamma fallout field,

based on the information in Table CI.

Figures C2 and C3 show the early gam-»

ma fallout field anticipated for Schooner.

Figure C2 gives the exposure rate in R/hr

at the reference time of H+l hr, while

Fig. C3 gives the total exposure in Roent-

gens, from the arrival time of fallout to

infinite time. These estimates were made

using the Cabriolet Event as a model; i.e.,

a "Cabriolet-like" cloud, appropriately

scaled for total yield, was used together

with the fractional deposition of total

source observed on Cabriolet. Average

wind speeds and directions as a function

of height for winds within the acceptable

sector were supplied by ESSA, Las Vegas.

If the "maximum credible" radioactivity

release should occur, the total amount of

radioactivity in the fallout field will be

consistent with column 3 of Table CI, and

isocontours will be accordingly larger

than in the case of the expected release.

The 0.1R contour (infinite exposure from

time of arrival), for example, would ex-

tend about 60 miles downwind from ground

zero, rather than 40 miles as shown in

Fig. C3.

Table CI. Predominant radionuclides used
in the Schooner fallout-field
calculations.

Nuclide

Na24

Mn56

W181

W187

pb204m

Fission
products

Total

Fission-tons
(exposure rate

equivalent
at H+l hour)

Expected Maximum credible
release release

2

12

0.02

11

0.6

7

33

9

56

0.07

49

3

30

147
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Fig. Cl. Exposure rate decay expected for the Schooner fallout field.
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Fig. C2. Schooner gamma-fallout field at H+l hour.
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Fig. C3. Total exposure expected from Schooner.

Cloud Radioactivity

Concentrations of the radioactivity

remaining a i r b o r n e after the

Schooner detonation have been computed

using the large-cloud diffusion code,

2BUFF.

A single (base surge) cloud scaled to

a 40-kt explosion was assumed; observed

Cabriolet and Buggy cloud burdens were

used (for individual nuclides).

Diffusion Calculation

Concentration of radioactivity within the

Schooner cloud (or clouds) subsequent to

the detonation depends upon the radioactive

cloud burden expected to remain airborne

after several hours, initial cloud geometry,

and along-cloud-track meteorology.

Cloud types and sizes as well as air-

borne fractions of radioactive species

depend upon the geologic medium and
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cavity pressures near the time of venting.

The calculations of cratering mechanisms

and, specifically, late-time cavity pres-

sures are not yet available.

Currently, Schooner venting is assumed

to be similar to that observed from Cabri-

olet. Thus, a base-surge cloud scaled

from Cabriolet (see Table CII) and air-

borne fractions from both Cabriolet and

Buggy were used in the following diffusion

calculations.

A cloud scaled to Sedan is assumed to

increase the initial volume tenfold and

decrease the close-in fallout intensities.

However, the airborne concentrations a

few hours postshot would change by only

a few percent, assuming that the venting

fractions remain the same.

The diffusion calculation was based on

late fall climatological conditions for the

locations along the desired trajectory.

Table CIII summarizes the gross fission

products, a few specific fission product

isotopes, and the major induced activities

expected to be present in the nonfalling

cloud. Gaseous fission products have not

been included.

Table CII. Assumed cloud sizes for
Schooner at time of stabil-
ization.

Table CIII. Cloud burdens used in Schooner
diffusion calculations8-

Base surge:
Diameter (ft)
Height above

terrain (ft)
Main Cloud:

Diameter (ft)
Height above

terrain (ft)

Cabriolet
scaling

11,000

4,200

—

—

Sedan
scaling

20,000

3,300

4,000

10,000

Gross fission product
activity at H+10 hr
(t-i-7) - ci

Gross particulate fission
product activity
at H+10 hr ( f 1 - 4 ) - Ci

Individual fission products
(Ci at zero time)

Cs1 3 7

Ba1 4 0

r131

M o "

Activation products
(Ci at zero time)

w 1 7 9

W 1 8 1

w 1 8 5

w 1 8 7

A u 1 9 6

A u 1 9 8

p b 2 0 3

P b 204m

Na 2 4

Mn 5 6

1.69 X10°

A

7 .3X 10*

9.0 X 10°

1.1 X 103

1.2 X102

3.4 X 101

2.0 X 106

2.5 X 104

7.5 X 104

1.6 X 106

7.0 X 101

1.5 X 102

1.5 X 103

4.7 X 104

3.OX 103

4.0 X104

These are the total number of Ci ex-
pected to be airborne after large particle
fallout.

Fission product predictions are based
on only a few measured, particulate,
vented-fractions for Cabriolet and Buggy
plus the same assumptions about vented
fractions that were used in Cabriolet and
Buggy planning for those nuclides not
measured on these experiments.

Figures C4 and C5 show the 2BPUFF

total particulate radionuclide concentra-

tion predictions, as well as those for
187W . Figure C6 plots the predicted

131dry deposition of I . Rainout has not

been included in any of these calculations.
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10c

10'
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Center point

120 km average

10
Time — hrs

Fig. C4. Total particulate radionuclide concentration predicted for the Schooner
Event.

Figures C4 and C5 indicate clearly that

airborne cloud-center concentrations are

a strong function of time.

The fall-season climatological calcu-

lations made for Schooner using the

2BPUFF code produced relative cloud

concentrations that were higher by a

factor of 2 than the spring climatological

calculations for Buggy.

The observed meteorology in Cabriolet

and Buggy was about a factor of 2 to 3

more "diffusive" (that is, they resulted in

lower cloud concentration) than the clima-

tological average. In addition, precipitation
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10'

10c

10'

10c

ro

10"

10°

10-1

Center point

120 km average

Time — hrs
10 10'

187Fig, C5. Total predicted concentration of W for the Schooner Event.

scavenging reduced the Cabriolet air-

borne concentrations by a factor of 5 to

10.

If a Sedan-like vent should occur rather

than the previously-postulated Cabriolet-

or Buggy-like vent, about 2i times as
1 87

much W would be vented. This amount
1 87

of W , however, would be distributed

between two clouds which would tend

to move in somewhat different directions.

When the Schooner cloud crosses the

Rockies, the "bottom" of the cloud will be

lifted; consequently it will not interact

with the ground significantly east of the

Rockies. Usually these types of clouds

tend to stay at the 8,000- to 12,000-ft level

east of the Rockies. Because of this

characteristic, 2BUFF calculations
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indicate surface concentrations under

the cloud s e v e r a l orders of magni-

tude less than the cloud center-point

concentration.

The ground level concentrations east

of the Rockies, calculated with 2BPUFF,

are less likely to be verified than cloud-

center calculation because of (a) the

interpolation scheme which has to be used

because of the separation between the

cloud center and the ground surface and

(b) the difficulty in estimating the vertical

mixing in stationary lee waves. Examina-

tion of data from Cabriolet, Buggy,

and two reactor-produced clouds re-

veals that ratios of cloud-center-to-

ground-level concentrations are on the
4

order of 10 to 10 for meteorologically

101 10" 10' 1<T

Distance from ground zero — c m

1 31
Fig. C6. Predicted dry deposition of I for the Schooner Event.
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explicable reasons. In particular, For planning purposes, we believe that
large values of this ratio are associated the ground-level air concentrations will
with strong temperature inversions be- be 1 to 2 orders of magnitude lower
tween the effluent cloud and the than the cloud-center concentration when
ground. the cloud is east of the Rockies.
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Appendix D. Cratering Calculations

INTRODUCTION EQUATION OF STATE

The Schooner site is characterized by-

layered welded and nonwelded tuffs. The

first 120 ft is a dense, strong, competent

rock with very slight fracturing. At

depths of 120 to 337 ft the rock is weak,

extremely porous, and ductile with a

water content that varies between 8 to 28

percent by weight. From 337 to 480 ft,

the rock is very similar to the first layer.

Schooner is the first cratering event in

such a layered media; consequently, it

does not lend itself to scaling. Moderate

variations in the depth of burial can alter

the cratering physics and experimental

results.

SOC and TENSOR calculations* are

being made for the Schooner experiment

with the following ob3ectives in mind:

• Schooner will be an experimental test

of the laboratory's calculational

abilities.

• The event will yield additional data

leading to a better understanding of

the effects of material properties on

cratering and their relative importance

• The shot will aid in establishing the

effects of layers with a large imped-

ance mismatch.

• Schooner will contribute data toward

determination of the effect of a yield

escalation.

Cherry, J. T., Calculations of Explosion-
Produced Craters, Lawrence Radiation
Laboratory, Livermore, Rept. UCRL-14998.

The equation-of-state program for

Schooner was exceptionally well done; it

provided the necessary data required for

accurate code calculations.

Figure Dl shows the results of the

in situ measurements and core analyses.

Based on measurements of density, sound

speed, and water content,the geological

structure was divided into four primary

layers. The first layer, extending from

0 to 120 ft in depth, is a dense, dry com-

petent rock. The second, from 120 to

210 ft, is a very porous layer with dry

density of 1.5 containing about 8 to 10 per-

cent water. The third, from 210 to 337 ft.

is an extremely porous layer with a dry

density of 1.25 containing about 20 to 28

percent water. The fourth layer, extend-

ing from 337 to 480 ft, is similar to the

first layer. The core samples for high-

pressure testing are also indicated.

Results of the compressibility tests

for the four primary layers are given m

Fig. D2. Both the loading and unloading

curves are given. Very little adjustment

was necessary in the P-V curves for

agreement with density and compressional

velocity measurements.

Figure D3 presents the shear-strength

measurements as a function of mean

stress for the rock at the various levels.

Table DI summarizes the Hugoniot mea-

surements for the 400-ft sample.

CALCULATIONS

The primary dynamic measurements to

be made on Schooner are the velocity and
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acceleration of the free surface. This will

also provide time of arrival data.

In order to accomplish the stated objec-

tives, it is important that the spall and

gas-acceleration phases be separated

distinctly in time and be of such a magni-

tude that they will be clearly defined by

the measurement techniques.

The initial yield estimates for Schooner

varied between 40 and 27 kt with a proba-

ble yield between 31 and 33 kt. One-

dimensional SOC calculations were made

using all layers shown in Fig. Dl. The

following is a summary of these calcula-

tions .

A. 40 kt at 400-ft depth:

• 3-percent water in vaporized rock,

low pressures at late time.

• No gas-acceleration phase at surface.

• Layering effects predominate.

• Spall velocity of 33 m/sec.

B. 40 kt at 350-ft depth:

• 10-percent water in vaporized rock.

• Reflected compression wave from

120-ft layer delays strong gas-

acceleration phase.

p. lF Average sound Water
Depth o

fj- Density (g/cm ) speed (ft/sec) content (%)
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100
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\
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1
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> ,
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J
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picked for tests

6100
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1 ' i
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Layering for calculations

SOC SOC and

code TENSOR codes
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a = 0.125 cr = 0.125

o= 1.66
Material 53
o- = 0.35

Po = 1.60
Material 52
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Po = 1.66
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a = 0.288
+ Prob 1

Fig. Dl. In situ measurements and layering for hole U20u.
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Fig. D2. Compressibility of selected rock samples taken from U20u.
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Fig. D3. Shear strength as a function of mean stress for various rock samples.

Table DI. Hugoniot measurement.

Density
(g/cc)

2 408

2.379

2.393

2.411

Shock
velocity

(mm//u se c)

6.81

6.81

5.80

5.81

Particle
velocity

(mm/^sec)

3.21

3.22

2.63

2.62

Pressure
(mbars)

0.526

0.521

0.365

0.367

Volume
(cc/g)

0.219

0.222

0.229

0.227

• Spall velocity of 50 m/sec.

• Gas acceleration detectable at surface

only at very late times.

C. 31 kt at 350-ft depth:

• Similar to B except a spall velocity of

37 m/sec and gas acceleration at sur-

face at approximately 350 msec.
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Fig. D4. Sequence of events from zero time to 100 msec.

D. 31 kt at 320-ft depth:

• 25-percent water content.

• Reflected compression wave from

120-ft and 337-ft interface would

retard vertical growth causing exces-

sive horizontal cavity growth into the

extremely porous, ductile rock.

• Spall velocity of 58 m/sec.

• Observable gas-acceleration phase at

surface is doubtful.

Based on the SOC calculations and the

probable yield of 31 kt, a depth of 350 ft

was selected for a two-dimensional

TENSOR calculation. An attempt was

made to include the hard layer extending

from 337 to 480 ft, but a severe warping

of the grid due to the density discontinuity

stopped the calculation. It was also nec-

essary to combine the properties of mate-

rials 52 and 5 3 because of the limited

number of material splits the TENSOR

code can handle (see Fig. Dl).

The P-V curve for material 53 was

substituted for material 60 from 0 to

0.5 kbars and the P-V data for material

52 was used from 0.5 kbars on. The
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strength data of material 52 was used.

The average sound velocity of 4500 ft/sec

and a Poisson's ratio of 0.288 was used

for the interval.

Figure D4 presents a time sequence

for the important physics of the problem.

At 100 msec the cavity pressure is

150 bars. The compression wave on the

cavity and spall velocity are considerably

different than the identical SOC calcula-

tion because the convergence of reflective

waves are magnified in the SOC code.

Figure D5 shows the velocity through the

mound at various times. The gas-

acceleration phase is very weak as

indicated in the figure, but the lower

hemisphere of the cavity in the calculation

has approximately twice the volume than

it will have in the hard, dense rock in the

lower layer. Consequently, the cavity

pressure will be considerably higher and

result in a stronger gas-acceleration

phase.

Figure D6 defines the crater profile

determined from a throwout calculation

made at 347 msec. The shaded line indi-

cates the apparent crater, assuming the

fracture interval at 100 m is approximately

1 m and can sustain a 50-deg slope. The

dashed line indicates the crater profile if

the material sluffs to a slope of 35-deg.

The crater volume is almost completely

created by compaction with very little

throwout.

The velocity vectors in the upper layer

were rotated toward the vertical by 5 to
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Fig. D5. Velocity profile mounds at various times after detonation.
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Fig. D6. Estimated profile of Schooner crater.

10 deg. A stronger gas-acceleration

phase would tend to correct this and pro-

duce larger horizontal velocities with

more throwout outside of the crater radius.

Predicted crater parameters are:

Radius: 103 - 115 m

Depth: 68 - 47 m

Spall velocity: 34 m/sec
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Appendix E. Experimental Measurements

PHOTOGRAPHIC STATIONS

Two photo stations will be set up for

the Schooner Event. Station 1 will be

about 18,000 ft southeast of GZ (near the

J-road) to photograph the surface motion

flares. Station 2 will be about 25,000 ft

southeast of GZ (near Cabriolet Photo

Station 3), primarily to photograph the

cloud. TV equipment may also be located

at this site.

AIR OPERATIONS CENTER

The Mobile Air Operations Center will

be set up at U20b, a forward location.

REENTRY STATION

A reentry operational control point for

recovering data from camera station 1 and

close-in experimental equipment will be

located near the junction of the 20-J and

20-K roads. This station will also serve

as the reentry point for the radiation

survey teams and any other teams enter-

ing the fallout area, other than those

deployed by helicopter.

RADIOLOGICAL, PROGRAM

The objectives of the Schooner radio-

chemistry program are:

• To determine the fractions of the

various radionuclides released to the

atmosphere by the detonation.

• To determine the airborne concentra-

tion of individual radionuclides at

times varying from a few minutes

after detonation to as late as possible.

• To determine the radioactive compo-

sition of the deposited material at

various places on the ground.

• To determine the radiation intensities

on the ground due to deposited mate-

rial. This will aid in the integration

of the amounts of ground-deposited

materials.

The following radiochemical measure-

ments will be conducted on Project

Schooner.

Airborne Measurements

Cloud Sampling (USAF)

Gas and particulate samples will be

collected by manned sampling aircraft

several times after the detonation. Sam-

pling will begin as early as feasible (about

H+12 min) and continue for as long as

possible. A total of seven RB-57C and

RB-57F type aircraft will be used for

early time sampling; WC-130 and C-54

aircraft also will be used for sampling.

The NATS System (EG&G)

The NATS aircraft, a Martin-404, will

be used to track the radioactive cloud

from about H+3 hr until contact is lost.

Contact may be lost due to the decrease

of intensity of the radioactive cloud either

by decay and diffusion below the sensitivity

of the system, or by the inability to keep

the NATS plane airborne for safety rea-

sons. In the latter event, an attempt to
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relocate the cloud will be made when

operational conditions permit. The NATS

plane is equipped to collect particulate and

iodine samples.

The NATS aircraft has been outfitted

with a highly-collimated Nal crystal to

permit ground surveys for fallout pattern

delineation. These surveys will be

accomplished at relatively late times

(D+2 or 3 days). The necessary intercal-

ibrations and background determinations

will be made.

Cloud Profile (USPHS)

The USPHS planes will be used to

delineate and sample the cloud between

about H+i and H+l hr (and at later times,

if required).

Parachute Drop Sampling (LRL)*

Five cargo airplanes will be used to

fly over the cloud and drop parachute-

borne air samplers and recording equip-

ment through the cloud. Two drop

missions will be flown at approximately

H+l5 min and at H+30 min. Two types of

sampling instruments will be used. The

first type is an 8-lb air sampler capable

of sampling at a rate of 8 cfm through a

glass-fiber filter. Three hundred of

these units will be used. The second type

consists of a large sampling package

containing:

• A sequential sampler to determine

variation of cloud concentration with

altitude.

•A "high" volume sampler (about 8 cfm)

to collect total radioactive particulates

on a glass-fiber filter.

'All radiological analyses for this pro-
gram will be done by the REECo Radio-
logical Sciences Dept.

• A Cascade Impactor to determine

particle size distribution of the

radioactive material.

• A USPHS-type filter pack for particle

size differentiation.

Close-in Measurements

LRL-N Source Documentation System
(REECo/LRL)

Approximately 14 air sampling units

will be located with the LRL gamma

telemetry units on a 6-mile arc. The

14 gamma telemetry stations will include

a total of 32 sensing units: 14 oriented

downward (primarily to measure radiation

from fallout), 12 units located in holes in

the ground and oriented upward (primarily

to detect radiation from the passing cloud),

and six oriented upward but uncollimated

(to detect both cloud and fallout radiation).

The source term will be estimated using

data from the LRL gamma telemetry units

and the air samplers.

Gamma Telemetry System (LRL)

Fifty LRL gamma telemetry

units will be deployed from a 2-mile arc

relative to ground zero out to a distance

of about 50 miles to monitor the fallout

sector. Telemetry activated (covered)

fallout trays will be deployed with each

unit. A total of about 12 of the stations

on the 6-mile arc will utilize "upward

looking" gamma detectors (for cloud

passage information), m addition to the

"downward-looking" units. Reports from

these units and from the RAMS units will

be displayed at the control point.

Fallout Collectors (REECo)

Approximately 26 standard 2 by 2 ft

fallout trays will be arranged in an array
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designed to cover those areas of the down-

wind sector not containing telemetry

activated trays. Collectors will be

located at accessible points out to about

35 miles. A very close-in sample also

will be obtained as soon as possible

following the detonation in order that

short-lived radionuclides can be identified

and quantified.

Intermediate Range Sampling Stations

Twelve instrumented sampling stations

will be set up on an arc across the fallout

sector at a distance of about 6 miles from

GZ. All of the stations will be situated

next to LRL gamma telemetry units in

order to utilize their control capabilities.

Each station will have a sequential air

concentration of particulates as a function

of time.

Samples of natural vegetation

Radiological - meteorological

telemetry equipment

A threefold program will be imple-

mented, using information obtained from

the above items. The program encom-

passes:

• The study of iodine uptake and other

radionuclides in cows fed on con-

taminated hay.

• Characterization of the distribution of

selected radionuclides as a function

of particle size.

• The study of the effective half-life of

fission and activation products on

fallout-contaminated natural vegetation.

In addition, other minor experimental

programs may be incorporated in this

effort.

Ground Radiation Survey (REECo)

The normal ground radiation survey

required by NVOO for postshot operational

safety will be expanded to allow better

definition of the fallout pattern. Surveys

will be made at several postshot times.

Radioecology Experiments (USPHS)

A number of stations will be established

in the Schooner fallout sector. The follow-

ing items will be located at some or all of

these stations:

Baled alfalfa hay

Air samplers

Fallout planchets

All radiological analyses for this pro-
gram will be done by the REECo Radiolog-
ical Sciences Department.

Ground Survey and Sample Collection
(NGC/USPHS)

The USPHS ground survey teams will

perform their normal off-site monitoring.

The coverage will be expanded and con-

trolled to afford more detailed definition

of the off-site fallout pattern. The USPHS

filter sampling network will also be in

operation.

The Nuclear Cratering Group (NCG)

working with the USPHS teams will deploy

and recover large plastic-sheet collectors

to obtain long-range fallout samples.

Ground filter units will also be deployed

with the sheet collectors wherever possi-

ble. Collection distances will range from

about 50 miles to more than 200 miles.

The exposed plastic sheets will be returned

to LRL-Livermore for analysis and study.
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Bio-Medical Evaluation Program (LRL)

The Bio-Medical program formulated

for Schooner includes the following items:

• Analysis has indicated certain radio-

nuclides may be of biological concern.

Thus, those elements in the device

and preshot environment that are

likely to give rise to these radio-

nuclides will be quantitated (as will

certain other elements). With the

data, an estimate of total radionuclide

production will be made, compared

with one made by LRL, and with the

actual production.

• "Close-m" fallout will be collected by

fifty 2 by 2-ft fallout trays. These

trays will be located in the established

sector within the 2-mile arc and will

provide material for some of the other

studies described here.

• "Far-out" fallout documentation of

radionuclides in air and ground sam-

ples will be attempted. In this regard,

data from other radiological programs

will be used. In addition, sequential

air samplers will be fielded at dis-

tances ranging between 50 and several

hundred miles from ground zero.

• The distribution of radionuclides

among the different classes of parti-

cles collected by the various partici-

pating groups will be studied. This

program will help determine how

radioisotope and particle mass

partitioning vary with detonation

conditions.

• The distribution of tritium among

ejecta, fallback, and "far-out" fallout

will be determined. The effective

half-life of tritium in the postshot

environment will be determined.

• The deposition and redistribution of

postshot nuclear debris will be

studied. Surface soil sampling, soil

profile sampling, and plant foliage

sampling will be done at various

postshot times.

• The availability of radionuclides in

fallout and crater material to fresh

water and marine organisms (e.g.,

crabs, clams, oysters, crayfish,

carp, gobies) will be studied. In

addition, leaching studies will be

carried out on crater and fallout

material.

• The biological availability to cows

and chickens of radionuclides in

debris will be studied. The radio-

nuclide content of appropriate sam-

ples of milk, eggs, meat, and

metabolic by-products will be deter-

mined. Particle size will also be

correlated with biological availability.

• The availability of radionuclides to

pigs will be studied. In addition, an

on-site study will be done on pigs

located at four of the gamma telem-

etry unit stations along the 2 mile

arc.

CLOUD MEASUREMENTS

Ground Photography (EG&G)

Cloud development and time history

will be determined from photographs

recorded at one ground station (station

No. 2). The cameras at this station will

take time-lapse pictures of the cloud for

times up to 60 minutes after the event.

Aerial Photography (USAF)

A RC-130 (or other suitable aircraft)

will be located at 20,000 to 30,000 ft MSL
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above GZ (or as close to GZ as is con-

sistent with safe operation) at shot time

to photograph cloud development and to

document early time sampling missions.

Photographs shall be taken from zero

time to about H+2 hr, as necessary.

In addition, another aircraft will be

used to obtain photographs at low altitudes

(from the side) to provide more complete

documentation of cloud configuration over

the same 2-hr period.

Dynamic Base Surge Measurements (LRL)

Instrumented towers will be installed at

distances of approximately 3000 ft, 4000 ft,

and 6000 ft from ground zero in order to

determine air movements in the expanding

base surge. Parameters to be measured

as functions of time include air pressure,

air temperature, wind speed, and wind

direction. Photometers mounted on the

towers will allow light intensity measure-

ments to be made so that the time of their

successive envelopment by the base surge

may be accurately determined.

Cloud Mass Burden Measurements
(USAF/LRLT

To determine the total mass burden

that is airborne in the cloud a few minutes

after the detonation, air samplers will be

dropped through the radioactive cloud.

These samplers, using membrane filters,

will be in addition to the 300 sampling

units that will be used to obtain the re-

quired data on airborne mass burden.

Some sequential samplers with the mem-

brane filters also will be used during both

the early and late time sampling missions

to collect total cloud mass burden samples.

SURFACE MOTION

Flare Photography (EG&G)

An array of 25 surface targets with

flares will extend in a general east-west

direction through GZ. High-speed photog-

raphy from Photo Station 1 will be used to

record the flare positions as functions of

time.

Surface Accelerometers (LRL)

Eleven accelerometers will be placed

close to a number of surface targets in

order to supplement the photographic

record of ground motion. In addition,

four accelerometers will be placed in a

line extending about 200 ft southward from

GZ. Intercom par isons will be made of the

performance of the transducers and

associated electronic packages.

AIR BLAST MEASUREMENTS (SANDIA)

Long-Range Air Blast

This program will measure low-level

air blast overpressures at six off-site

locations ranging from 20 to 200 km.

Three 1.2-ton, HE, surface-calibration

charges will be fired at times close to

zero time.

Close-in Air Blast/Surface Measurements

Air blast overpressure measurements

will be made at eight locations near the

ground surface, extending from near GZ

to about three miles. An airborne pro-

gram compatible with the rest of the

technical program also will be fielded.
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CRATER STUDIES

Crater Topography (AASI) — (LRL/NCG)

Apparent crater dimensions will be

determined from pre- and postshot topo-

graphic drawings. Cracks that appear in

the ground around the crater and missiles

will be located and documented using

standard engineering survey techniques.

Aerial stereophotogrammetric mapping

techniques will be used to prepare the

topographic maps and locate the cracks

and selected missiles.

Geophysical Measurements (LRL)

Geophysical logs and surveys are being

made in the project holes to characterize

the geologic environment of the detonation.

Included are three-dimensional logs, den-

sity logs, and seismic profiles.

Site Geology (LRL)

Both s u r f a c e and sub-surface

geological features which could af-

fect cratering characteristics of the

Schooner site are being delineated and

reported. Results will be correlated

with previous data from hole PM. 2 and

from Ue20p.

Cratering Calculations (LRL)

Crater dimensions, as well as

mound growth characteristics, have

been calculated for the Schooner

experiment. Geophysical data from

exploratory hole Ue20u-3, as well

as from the emplacement hole, were

used in performing the calculations.

The preshot predictions will be re-

ported and compared with the experi-

mental results.
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